
High speed and robust with minimal maintenance
The Heavy Duty Belt Conveyor is a robustly engineered product, that operates 
quietly and require minimal maintenance. It has a high throughput capability 
and a durable design. The Heavy Duty Belt is a quiet conveyor, with a noise 
level of 61dBa*, 10-15% quieter than comparable belt conveyors.

Belt widths from 600-1200mm
1000kg - Belt loading capability
Speed up to 60 metres per minute, under full load condition
Ideal for parcel handling
Easy to maintain
Low noise

Centre Drive
A totally enclosed and fully guarded, self-contained unit, mounted underneath the 
conveyor frame. The Centre Drive is available in various speeds and belt widths.

Very Robust

1000 kg Total Load Capacity

244 mm lagged, crowned drive pulley

Available in 600 - 1200mm Belt Widths

Speeds 18, 30 and 60 m/min

Nose Over Unit
Used where an incline belt meets a level belt. The unit ensures a smooth transition for the 
load. The unit is adjustable and available for various belt widths. The unit consists of three 
rollers that all have tracking adjustment.

Nose Over Unit is available in certain fixed angles. Ranging from 2.5 - 28 degrees.

Available for belt widths 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 1100 and 1200mm belt width.

Robust and durable. 

Low Noise Operation

End Terminal Unit
The End Terminal Unit simply bolts onto the end of a conveyor frame. The tracking adjust-
ment is externally accessible on the snub pulley and the whole of the assembly slides 
telescopically within the side channel. This means that the unit offers 50mm of belt ten-
sion adjustment.

Safe ‘round nosed’ design.

50mm of belt tension.

Available in 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 1100 and 1200 Belt Widths.

Feeder Unit
Feeder Units are used at the entry to an incline belt. This unit is available in a range of 
fixed angles. The end rollers are of a tapered-machined steel construction. The two snub 
rollers have easily accessible exposed tracking adjusters.

The Feeder Unit is available in certain fixed angles, ranging from 2.5 - 28 degrees

The end rollers have a diameter of 100mm

Available in 600 - 1200mm Belt Widths

Robust and durable. 2 Ply 2.3mm thick belt

Low noise operation

Incline
Inclined belt conveyors are used to deliver packages or boxes from one floor to another 
and when fitted with a reversing control can operate in either direction. They can be used 
as stand alone units or as integrated elements of a conveyor system.

Centre Driven belt speeds 6, 12, 18, 30 and 72m per minute. 

Robust and durable 2-ply 2.1mm thick feeder transmission belt and 2.3mm gripface 
incline belt.

Incline belt conveyors can be used with the majority of package conveyor accesso-
ries

Powered feeder for positive transfer from horizontal to incline.

Heavy Duty Belt Conveyor



A totally enclosed and fully guarded, self-contained unit, mounted underneath 
the conveyor frame. The Centre Drive is available in various speeds and belt 
widths. 

Very Robust

1000 kg Total Load Capacity

244 mm lagged, crowned drive pulley

Available in 600 - 1200mm Belt Widths

Speeds 18, 30 and 60 m/min

Centre Drive 40352101-1



Available Speeds
6m/min, 12m/min, 18m/min, 30m/min or 72m/min

Centre Drive 40352101-1

Belt Widths
600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 1100, 1200

Speeds m/min Motor Power (kW)
6 0.75

12 1.5
18 1.5
30 0.55 - 2.2
72 1.5 - 2.2

Motor Range
0.75kW - 2.2kW



Used where an incline belt meets a level belt. The unit ensures a smooth transi-
tion for the load. The unit is adjustable and available for various belt widths. The 
unit consists of three rollers that all have tracking adjustment.

Nose Over Unit is available in certain fixed angles. Ranging from 2.5 - 28 
degrees.

Available for belt widths 600 - 1200mm.

Robust and durable. 2 Ply 2.1mm thick transmission belt and 2.3 Gripface 
Incline Belt.

Low Noise Operation

Nose Over Unit 40352102-1



Fixed Angles
There are set angles available:
- 13 degrees
- 13.5 degrees
- 14 degrees
- 16 degrees
- 18.5 degrees

Roller Transfer 40352102-1

Belt Widths
600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 1100, 1200



The End Terminal Unit simply bolts onto the end of a conveyor frame. The track-
ing adjustment is externally accessible on the snub pulley and the whole of the 
assembly slides telescopically within the side channel. This means that unit offers 
50mm of belt tension adjustment.

Safe ‘round nosed’ design

50mm of belt tension adjustment.

Available in 600 - 1200mm Belt Widths.

End Terminal Unit 40352103-1



End Terminal Unit 40352103-1

Design
The Terminal End Unit has a safe round-nosed design. 
Accomplished by using a 100mm diameter machined 
steel end roller fitted with precision bearings.

Belt Widths
600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 1100, 1200



Feeder Units are used at the entry to an incline belt. This unit is available in a 
range of fixed angles. The end rollers are of a tapered-machined steel construc-
tion. The two snub rollers have easily accessible exposed tracking adjusters.

The Feeder Unit is available in certain fixed angles, ranging from 2.5 - 28 
degrees

The end rollers have a diameter of 100mm

Available in 600 - 1200mm Belt Widths

Robust and durable. 2 Ply 2.3mm thick belt

Low noise operation.

Feeder Unit 40352104-1



Feeder Unit 40352104-1

Available Widths
400, 450, 500, 600 and 800mm Back to Back

Fixed Angles
There are set angles available:
- 2.5 degrees
- 8 degrees
- 13 degrees
- 13.5 degrees
- 14 degrees
- 19 degrees
- 23 degrees
- 28 degrees



Inclined belt conveyors are used to deliver packages or boxes from one floor to 
another and when fitted with a reversing control can operate in either direction. 
They can be used as stand alone units or as integrated elements of a conveyor 
system.

Centre Driven belt speeds 6, 12, 18, 30 and 72m per minute. 

Robust and durable 2-ply 2.1mm thick feeder transmission belt and 2.3mm 
gripface incline belt.

Incline belt conveyors can be used with the majority of package conveyor 
accessories

Low noise operation

Powered feeder for positive transfer from horizontal to incline.

Top curve for smooth transfer from incline to horizontal.

Incline Belt 40352105-1



Incline Belt 40352105-1

Standard Conveyor Width
600 - 1200mm belt width (BW)
(Overall width = BW + 162mm)

In order to provide the maximum surface friction, the belt 
is of special surface profile to efficiently convey goods on 
an incline with fixed angles, ranging from 2.5° to 28°. The 
horizontal powered feeder at the lower end and the nose 
over unit at the upper end, ensure an easy transition of 
the loads to and from the incline.

Feeder Bed Length
1000mm minimum for 600mm to 1000mm width. 
1500mm minimum for 1100mm and 1200mm width.

Standard Belt Speeds Available -
0.75kw = 6 metres per min
1.5kw = 12 metres per min
1.5kw = 18 metres per min
0.55kw - 2.2kw = 30 metres per min
1.5kw - 2.2kw = 72 metres per min

The drive pack is underslung and sited near the lower 
end for ease of installation and accessibility. A brake mo-
tor is fitted to counter the tendency of a loaded belt to 
be driven backwards by the weight of loads on the belt 
when the power is switched off. Underguards are fitted 
as standard.
Accessories
Incline belt conveyors can be used with the majority of 
package conveyor accessories. 

Feeder Unit

Nose Over Unit

Centre Drive Unit

Overall Length

130 to 180

Feeder Bed 
Length

Lift

750
min

130 to 180



Stands 40352106-1

A sturdy welded stand assembly, made from cold formed 3mm thick steel. Each 
stand has 110mm of height adjustment and there is an extensive range of heights 
available to accommodate all the available belt widths.

Complete with foot and top plate

Height adjustable

Robust

Height range 200mm to 3000mm



Stand Capacity
500kg
Spacing
Stands should be spaced regularly at a maximum spac-
ing of 3 metres.

200 - 598
550 - 800

850 - 1200

1250 - 1800

1815 - 2400

2450 - 3000

Height Range (mm)
200 - 598
550 - 800

850 - 1200
1250 - 1800
1815 - 2400
2450 - 3000

Stands 40352106-1



Live Roller 40352107-1

Powered belt driven roller conveyors are designed for applications where a cost 
effective solution is required with the capability of a single drive unit powering up 
to 30 metres of conveyor. 

Belt driven roller conveyors are for the horizontal transportation of items and as-
sembly line operations.  They are available in lengths from 3m up to 30m in 0.5m 
increments.  They are constructed using 2.5mm thick cold formed steel

Centre Driven belt speeds 18, 30, 40 and 60m per minute.

1000kg Total Load Capacity

Available in 600 - 1200mm Back to Back

Very Robust



Live Roller

Live Roller 40352107-1

Heavy Duty Belt Live Roller conveyors consist of a roller bed driven by a belt operating on the underside of the roll-
ers. Therefore the belt will always travel in the opposite direction to the required package flow.

Available widths 622, 722, 822, 922, 1022, 1122, 
1222mm. (To match heavy duty belt conveyor)

Lengths 3m up to 30m.

Belt speeds of 18, 30, 40 and 60m/min.

Roller Pitch 75mm

Roller Capacity 100kg

Roller Tube 50mm Dia 2mm Wall Thickness

Belt Width 350mm


